
Better dual funtions for Gabor time-frequeny lattiesIngrid DaubehiesAbstrat. Gabor time-frequeny latties are sets of funtions of theform gm�;n�(t) = e�2�i�mtg(t � n�) generated from a given funtiong(t) by disrete translations in time and frequeny. It was reentlyobserved by Wexler and Raz that the behavior of a lattie (m�; n�)an be onneted to that of a dual lattie (m� ; n� ). We establish thisinteresting relationship rigorously and study its properties. We alsoexploit the onnetion between the two latties to onstrut expansionshaving improved onvergene and loalization properties.This paper reports on joint work with Henry Landau and Zeph Landau[2℄. It onerns expansions of L2(lR)-funtions f(x) into families gm�;n�(x)obtained by translating and modulating a �xed funtion g in L2(lR),gm�;n�(x) = e�2�im�xg(x � n�) , with �; � > 0 �xed, and m;n rang-ing over ZZ. We all suh families Gabor time-frequeny latties (or Gaborlatties for short), after an expansion of this type proposed by Gabor in [4℄(where g was a Gaussian, and �� = 1). The general problem of identifyingoeÆients m;n(f) so thatf (x) =Xm;n m;n gm�;n�(x) (1)has been disussed in many plaes. In [1℄ this problem was studied in theontext of frames; the gm�;n� are said to onstitute a frame if there existA > 0 and B < 1 suh that, for all f 2 L2(lR),Akfk2 � Pm;n jhf; gm�;n�ij2 � Bkfk2, where h ; i denotes the standardL2-inner produt, hf; gi = R f(x)g(x) dx, and kfk = hf; fi 12 . If the gm�;n�onstitute a frame, then one an show (see [3℄) that the least squares hoiefor the m;n in the expansion for f is given bym;n = hf; S�1g;�;� gm�;n�i = hf; ~gm�;n�i ; (2)Approximation Theory VIII 1Charles K. Chui and Larry L. Shumaker (eds.), pp. 1{3.Copyright o 1995 by World Sienti� Publishing Co., In.All rights of reprodution in any form reserved.ISBN 0-12-xxxxxx-x



2 I. Daubehieswhere Sg;�;� is the frame operator Sg;�;� f = Pm;n hf; gm�;n�i gm�;n� ,and where the ~gm�;n� are derived from the single funtion ~g = S�1g;�;� g bythe same time-frequeny translations as the gm�;n� from g. We refer to ~gas the frame dual funtion.A di�erent approah to �nding appropriate m;n was taken in [8℄.(Stritly speaking, [8℄ was onerned with disrete sequenes in `2 ratherthan L2-funtions; see also [6℄). It turns out that, at least for \nie"f; g; h 2 L2 ,Xm;n < h; gm�;n� > fm�;n� = 1��Xm;n < f; gm� ;n� > hm� ;n� :We all this remarkable identity the Wexler-Raz identity . If we introduethe notation Tg;�;� for the operator from L2(lR) to `2(ZZ2) that maps f to(< f; gm�;n� >)m;n2ZZ, then the Wexler-Raz identity an also be rewrittenas T �h;�;�Tg;�;�f = 1�� T �f ; 1� ; 1� Tg; 1� ; 1�h : (3)This identity holds whenever all the operators involved are bounded andeven in some ases where some of the T-operators are unbounded (see [2℄).If h satis�es Tg; 1� ; 1� h = ��`0;0, where `k;` is the sequene with entries(`k;`)m;n = Æk;mÆ`;n, or equivalently, ifhh; gm� ;n� i = �� Æm;0 Æn;0 ; (4)then the oeÆients m;n = hf; hm�;n�i will satisfy (1). Among all thesedi�erent \biorthogonal" hoies h, one an hoose the one with minimalL2-norm; we all it the Wexler-Raz dual funtion and denote it by g#.As the funtions ~g and g# minimize di�erent things, it is not immedi-ately lear how they are related. It turns out that they are idential.The following argument shows why. (Note that this is only a sketh.For rigorous and detailed arguments, see the three very di�erent treatmentsin [2℄, [5℄, and [7℄.) First of all, note that by the general theory of frames,S~g;�;� = (Sg;�;�)�1, so that ~g = S~g;�;�g = T �~g;�;�T~g;�;�g. By the Wexler-Raz identity, this implies ~g = 1��T �g; 1� ; 1� T~g; 1� ; 1� ~g, from whih we retain that~g 2 RanT �g; 1� ; 1� = (KerTg; 1� ; 1� )?. On the other hand, T �~g;�;�Tg;�;� = Id,whih implies, by the Wexler-Raz identity, Tg; 1� ; 1� ~g = 1�� `0;0. Beause~g?KerTg; 1� ; 1� , it follows that ~g is the unique minimal L2-solution to thisequation, or ~g � g#.Finally, part of the motivation of Wexler and Raz in [8℄ was that,in pratie, the g# of minimal L2-norm may not be the preferred hoie.



Better dual funtions 3They present several ad ho onstrutions for examples where, for instane,a di�erent \biorthogonal" funtion leads to better time onentration. Thefollowing is a systemati approah to �nd biorthogonal funtions that op-timize other than L2-norms.Assume that we are interested in �nding the dual funtion gb forwhih jjjgbjjj = k�gbk is minimal, for example, � = �� d2dx2 + x2� 12 or� = �� d2dx2 + 1� 12 . This is equivalent to �nding the funtion G withsmallest L2-norm that satis�es Tg; 1� ; 1���1G = �� e0;0, and then tak-ing gb = ��1G. Note that we are impliitly assuming that � has abounded inverse ��1. This is not a severe restrition: we an assume� � 0 without loss of generality (otherwise, replae � by (���) 12 ), andwe an then add 1 to �, if neessary, without hanging the nature of thesmoothness or deay onstraint. We shall systematially assume � � Idin what follows. The minimal L2-solution G to this equation is given by�� ��1 T �g; 1� ; 1� (Tg; 1� ; 1� ��2T �g; 1� ; 1� )�1 e0;0 . It is however not lear in whatsense this should be understood, sine the operator Tg; 1� ; 1� ��2T �g; 1� ; 1� , al-though well-de�ned and bounded on `2(ZZ2), is generally not invertible,even if Tg; 1� ; 1� T �g; 1� ; 1� is. The solution is to introdue an extra operator
 on `2(ZZ2), typially also unbounded, whih omplements on `2(ZZ2) theation of � on L2(lR). In other words, we replae the equation by
Tg; 1� ; 1���1G = ��
e0;0 ;where 
 is hosen so that 
Tg; 1� ; 1���2T �g; 1� ; 1�
 is invertible with boundedinverse. The minimal L2-solution G to this equation is given by����1T �g; 1� ; 1�
(
Tg; 1� ; 1���2T �g; 1� ; 1�
)�1
e0;0. Applying ��1 one morethen gives the desired ~g� whih is a dual funtion for the frame gm�;n�,and whih minimizes k�gbk,~g � = ����2 T �g; 1� ; 1�
�
Tg; 1� ; 1� ��2 T �g; 1� ; 1�
��1
 e0;0 :An expliit example where this approah leads to better frequeny onen-tration an be found in [2℄. Referenes1. Daubehies, I., The wavelet transform, time-frequeny loalization andsignal analysis, IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory 35 1990, 961{1005.2. Daubehies, I., H. J. Landau, and Z. Landau, Gabor time-frequenylatties and the Wexler-Raz identity, J. Fourier Analysis & Appl., 1995,to appear.
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